
Grove House Primary School
Year 6 Long Term Planning 2020-21

Festivals to be
celebrated

throughout the
year

Autumn 1 Autumn 2
Halloween - 31/10/21

Bonfire Night -
5/11/21

Diwali - 14/11/21
Christmas - 25/12/21

Spring 1
Chinese New Year -

12/02/22

Spring 2
Holi - 29/03/22

Easter - 8/04/22

Summer 1
Queen’s Birthday -

21/04/22
Eid-al-Fitr - 2/05/22

Summer 2

Eid -Ul- Adaah
-9.7.22

Theme How did Britain
change from Stone

Age to Iron Age?

What is happening to

our planet?

Why was the Battle of
Britain significant in

WW2?

Who were the
Windrush generation?

Frozen kingdoms How has democracy

changed over time?

Key Questions What was prehistoric
Britain like?

How did Stone Age
Hunter Gatherers live?

Were the first farmers
anything like farmers

today?

How do we know so
much about life in
prehistoric Britain?

What are climate

zones?

Are climate zones

changing?

How do storms differ

around the world?

How do disasters affect

people in different

countries?

What and when was
WW2?

What was the Battle of
Britain?

How has it impacted
on the RAF today?

What was the  impact
of evacuation on the
children of Bradford?

What was life like
during the war?

Who are the Windrush

generation?

Why did they come to

Britain?

How were they

supported?

Why did migrants

come to Britain?

What were the

experiences of

migrants in Britain?

What was the impact

of migration to Britain?

Does anything happen

in the Arctic?

How can we be

explorers in our

everyday lives?

Can I prevent/stop

climate change?

Why is it so cold in the

Arctic?

What are the

different systems of

government?

What is the role of a

monarch?

What role did the

Saxons play in this?

What role did the

ancient Greeks have?



Hook Hunter gatherers
workshop -PLAY?

Captain Tom Enterprise project

Key Texts The Flood

Kensuke’s Kingdom Letters from the
Lighthouse

Rose Blanche

The Arrival

Ice Trap!:
Shackleton's

Incredible
Expedition

Novel

Visits/Experiences
/ Now Press Play

NPP: The Stone Age
Residential  -

Hunter gatherers
experience

Meteorologist
NPP: Evolution

VE Day party
NPP

WW2 workshop

Young Shakespeare
company

Community events

Maths

Place Value

Addition, Subtraction,
Multiplication and

Division

Measures – converting
units

Fractions

Geometry – Position
and Direction

Measurement –
perimeter and area

Addition, Subtraction,
Multiplication and

Division

Decimals and
percentages

Algebra

Measurement

Ratio

Geometry – Properties
of shape

Statistics

Addition, Subtraction,
Multiplication and

Division

Fractions, decimals
and percentages

Consolidation



Foun
datio

n
Subj
ects

Science

Electricity

- Associate the

brightness of a lamp or

the volume of a buzzer

with the number and

voltage of cells used in

the circuit.  - Compare

and give reasons for

variations in how

components function,

including the

brightness of bulbs,

the loudness of

buzzers and the on/off

position of switches.  -

Use recognised

symbols when

representing a simple

circuit in a diagram.

Evolution and
Inheritance

Recognise that living
things have changed
over time and that

fossils provide
information about
living things that

inhabited the Earth
millions of years ago
Recognise that living

things produce
offspring of the same

kind, but normally
offspring vary and are
not identical to their

parents
Identify how animals

and plants are adapted
to suit their

environment in
different ways and that
adaptation may lead to

evolution

Animals including
humans

Identify and name the
main parts of the
human circulatory

system, and describe
the functions of the
heart, blood vessels

and blood

Recognise the impact

of diet, exercise, drugs

and lifestyle on the

way their bodies

function

Describe the ways in
which nutrients and

water are transported
within animals,

including humans

Light

- Recognise that light
appears to travel in

straight lines  -Use the
idea that light travels in
straight lines to explain
that objects are seen
because they give out
or reflect light into the
eye  - Explain that we
see things because

light travels from light
sources to our eyes or
from light sources to

objects and then to our
eyes - Use the idea that
light travels in straight

lines to explain why
shadows have the
same shape as the

objects that cast them.

Living things and their habitats

Describe how living things are classified into

broad groups according to common observable

characteristics and based on similarities and

differences, including micro-organisms, plants

and animals

Give reasons for classifying plants and animals

based on specific characteristics



History Significant event –
The discovery of Skara
Brae 

Changes in Britain from
Stone Age to Iron Age.

1.What is pre-history
and how is it different?

2. How did Britain
change from Stone Age
to Iron Age?
-Geographic- Ice Age
(Link evolution and
Inheritance-Science)

-Tool use
-Homes
-Food

3.How do we know
about the past?
-Monuments
-Ilkley Moor (12 apostles)
-Henges
-Cave art
-Skara Brae

Local Study – Yorkshire
and WW2 (B.o.B -
Yorkshire airports) 

A study of an aspect or
theme in British history
that extends pupils’
chronological knowledge
beyond 1066

Why was the Battle of
Britain significant in
WW2?

A significant turning
point in British history.  -
Battle of Britain.

Explore the impact of
the Battle of Britain on
the RAF today.

The impact of evacuation
on the children of
Bradford.

Use a range of sources to

construct opinions about

what life was like during

the war.

Significant Event (Local
Study)- Migration

Who were the Windrush
generation?

-Use Historical
Association Scheme- Dan
Lyndon-Cohen

-Post WW2 Windrush

Significant events -
Evolution of Democracy
in Britain

How has democracy
changed over time?

-Different systems of
government
-Queen Elizabeth- Role
of a monarch
-Saxons
-Greeks
(Tie back to previous
learning)

___________________
-Magna Carter 1215
-Provision of Oxford
-Tudors/ Civil War
-Suffrage Movement-
1918- 1928

*Changing role in
politics.

Geograp
hy

Physical Geography
including - climate
zones/biomes.

Northern Hemisphere,
Southern Hemisphere,
Tropics of Cancer and
capricorn, equator,
Greenwich meridian

Trade links
Arctic and Antarctic

Circle-Frozen
Kingdoms

Identify the position
and significance of
latitude, longitude,
Equator, Northern

Hemisphere, Southern
Hemisphere, the

Tropics of Cancer and
Capricorn, Arctic and



Impact of extreme
weather UK/North
America.

Antarctic Circle, the
Prime/Greenwich
Meridian and time

zones (including day
and night)

Physical Geography:
Climate zones

Use the eight points of
a compass, four and
six-figure grid
references, symbols
and key (including the
use of Ordnance
Survey maps) to build
their knowledge of
...the wider world

D.T Textiles

Design, make and

evaluate a sustainable

item. e.g pencil cases.

Include fastenings.

Cooking and nutrition
Understand

seasonality, and know
where and how a

variety of ingredients
are grown, reared,

caught and processed
to design and make an
authentic meal (Curry)

Art Who were the first
artists?

Research cave
paintings. Look at a

range of cave paintings
that have been

discovered around the
world.

Work collaboratively to
produce a large scale

Lowry - Painting

Research the artwork
of Lowry. Compare to
the work of Josef
Herman. Produce
increasingly detailed
preparatory sketches
for painting. Compare
painting techniques by

Yayoi Kusama - Block

printing

Research the life and

work of Yayoi Kusama.

Focus on her ‘Polka

dot’ prints. Plan their

own polka dot

inspired design and



cave painting on brown
parcel paper

combining natural
materials and natural

paint.

various artists. Select
an appropriate type of
paint to  create a
painting based on an
aspect of WW2 in the
style of Lowry.

transfer onto lino to

create a block print

interpretation.

Computi
ng

Unit 6.2
Online Safety

Unit 6.1

Coding

Unit 6.3

Spreadsheets

Unit 6.4
Blogging

Unit 6.5

Text Adventures

Unit 6.6

Networks

Unit 6.7

Quizzing

Music Exploring dynamics and music effects

P.E

PSHCE Me and my
relationships

Valuing difference Keeping myself safe Rights &
Responsibilities

Being my best Growing and changing

RE
Focus on a range of

religions

6.1- Sikhism
How do Sikhs show commitment?

6.2- Christianity
What do Christians believe about Jesus’ death

and resurrection?

6.3-Christianity, Islam,
Judaism, Sikhism

How does growing up
bring responsibilities?

6.4- Judaism
How do Jews

remember the Kings
and Prophets in

worship and life?

Summarise some features of Sikh practice (e.g.
sewa, prayer) in the home and in the community
Using a developing religious vocabulary, explain
and give reasons for some Sikh beliefs and
symbols (e.g. Khanda, 5Ks) considering the
meanings behind them
Discuss and apply ideas about Sikh practices and
beliefs, recognising the challenges and value of
belonging to the Sikh community

Explore and summarise how Christians
understand the significance of Jesus’ death and
resurrection, considering narratives from the
Gospels

Express understanding and ask questions about
how Jesus’ death is seen as a sacrifice, as a way
of forgiveness and salvation. Show
understanding of these terms and weigh up
what they mean for Christians today

Describe and
understand the rights
and responsibilities
that come with
growing up
Explore and describe
rites of passage,
comparing a range of
religious and secular
approaches,

Describe and express
ideas about festivals
and how and why they
are commemorated.
Give a considered
response to how
Jewish people follow
the commandments
set out in the Torah
Summarise key beliefs
for Jews including



Explain how festivals and seasons are
celebrated, including Ascension and Pentecost

responding with
insights about the
importance of these
ceremonies

Reflect on and explain
their own beliefs,
principles and values

Shema and Tikkun
Olam and describe
how these affect lives
today.


